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Summary

In this educational research project I have investigated how we can best strengthen the position of
design research within the Industrial Design Engineering (IDE) master curriculum. Although
research has a prominent place in the educational vision of the programme, national student
evaluations show that the scientific component of the curriculum scores insufficient. By analysing
the way in which design research is actually implemented in the courses I have built a clear
picture of the scientific component of the programme. By investigating the students’ experience of
this scientific component of the programme through Student Evaluations and two Focus Group
sessions, I have been able to formulate specific recommendations how to improve the students
perception of design research.

1. Introduction of the problem and research question

The very definition of a university is a place where research and education are intertwined. When
there is no research, a university will look like a place for vocational training, and when there are
no students to teach, the university is no more than a research institution. This convention of
research and education is firstly explained as a practice where research (as in the generation of
new knowledge) informs education. So that education develops constantly and is ensured of the
latest insights in the discipline. In a more sophisticated integration of research and education, the
two pillars of university practice mutually support each other.
In this project I want to explore how research and education in the design discipline can
strengthen each other. This exploration can be divided in two parts; on the one hand the way that
research is implemented in design education from an institutional and teacher/researcher
perspective, and on the other hand how students experience design research and learn from design
research. From the institutional perspective, “research” 1 is one of the seven aspects that constitute
the Domain Specific Reference Framework that describes the fundamentals of the academic
master programme Industrial Design Engineering (IDE) of the University of Twente (van den
Boomgaard et al., 2013). It states that graduates of the programme are “[…] able to acquire new
scientific knowledge through research. In this respect, research entails the development of new
knowledge and insight according to purposeful and systematic methods” (van den Boomgaard et
al., 2013, pp. 129-132).
From the student perspective however, consecutive evaluations show that graduates question the
academic level of their education. In the Keuzegids (2017), based on the national yearly student
evaluation (NSE) of the years 2014-2016 (Overbeek, 2017), IDE in Twente scores below average (2
out of 5) on the subject “Wetenschappelijke Vorming” [Scientific Development], and the report
quotes “[...] Twente gets a more average rating from the students. Enough contact hours, not a
super cool program, but well practical. A downside is the limited scientific training, but on the
other hand, NVAO experts praise the level of the graduates. 2” (Keuzegids.org, 2017).

The other six aspects are: Designing, IDE-relevant disciplines, Scientific approach, Intellectual skills, Cooperating and communicating, and Addressing temporal, social and personal contexts.
2 “Twente krijgt van de studenten een meer gemiddelde waardering. Genoeg contacturen, geen supergaaf
programma, maar wel goed praktijkgericht. Een minpuntje is de beperkte wetenschappelijke vorming, maar
daar tegenover staat dat NVAO-experts het niveau van de afgestudeerden prijzen.”
1
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So the educational programme marks research as an important pillar of the curriculum since its
inception in 2001 (Ruijter & Boomgaard, 2006), however the students render the scientific
component of their education insufficient. The question is then, how can this discrepancy be
explained? And how can this situation be altered? Because the scientific character is of course an
important aspect of a university master’s programme, that distinguishes it from a universities’
bachelor programme, or from the Industrial Design programme of a university of applied sciences.
Another resource that is often used to rank university programmes (University of Twente, 2017),
the Elsevier yearly publication of “Beste Studies” [Best Educational Programmes] also has
“research competences”3 as one of the criteria for the evaluation of the educational programmes
(Elsevier, 2017). Moreover, the committee evaluating the IDE programme for the accreditation in
2014 recommended to strengthen the scientific profile of the curriculum: “[...] The committee
values the concept of the master's project. The scientific orientation is evident throughout the
master's programme, but further clarification is needed on which notion of design research is
applied. Also, more explicit training on the scientific approach is required.” (Q.A.N.U., 2014, p.
11).
This analysis then provides an indication to improve the situation; develop a better idea of what
research means in the context of the Industrial Design Engineering master and provide the
circumstances in which the students also experience this design research as “scientific”. However,
before altering our educational programme we have to understand how our students experience
design research in the current curriculum.
This leads to the following research question:

How do (Industrial Design Engineering Ma) students experience design research in their/our
education?
For which we can define the following set of sub-questions:
- How is design research incorporated in our education?
- How do students value doing design research in their education?
- To what extent are our students aware of doing design research in our education?
- How do the students value different types of design research in our education?
1.1 Research framework

The research framework consists of two consecutive parts; a framework about the positioning of
the research in the discipline of educational development and a framework explaining the position
and different types of Design Research (Findeli, 2010).
Based on the found discrepancy in the experience of research in the design curriculum, we can
refer to the overview of “Curriculum Manifestations” after the work of Goodlad and described by
van den Akker et al. (2003). This framework describes how a curriculum can be described and
experienced at different levels of abstraction, from the intended educational concept to the
achieved learning outcomes (table 1).

“Onderzoeksvaardigheden: * Het ontwikkelen van wetenschappelijke theorieën * Het doen van onderzoek
* Methoden en technieken van onderzoek.”

3
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Table 1. Curriculum manifestations, adapted from van den Akker et al. (2003).
manifestations

intended

explanation

visionary

vision (underlying ideas of the curriculum/education and/or
the series of lessons to be designed).

written

intentions of the curriculum, as elaborated in documents and
educational materials. Consider, for example, design
requirements for a (series of) lesson(s) to be designed.

implemented interpreted

achieved

the curriculum as it is interpreted by the users; the teachers.

in action

the actual process of teaching and learning, so the
implementation of the series of lessons.

experienced

the learning experiences of the students and/or teachers

learned

the learning outcomes, as in the results of the students

In our case, the Domain Specific Reference Framework as mentioned earlier is the curriculum at
the intended, visionary level. As we see that the experience of the students (that will inform the
evaluations) is four levels down the framework it is not surprising that there can be a discrepancy
between these two manifestations. In every step down the framework there can be noise and
misinterpretation, influencing the outcomes of the next level. For a proper interpretation of the
research outcomes however, this also means that this study should also take the in-between levels
into account.
1.2 Design Research

Design Research has a special, somewhat peculiar place within scientific research. As Henseler
(2015) puts it:
“Design research differs fundamentally from behavioral sciences or natural sciences
(Kornwachs, 1998). While behavioral sciences or natural sciences seek to describe and explain
the existing world, design research is about shaping it (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010). Design
research focuses on what the Argentinian philosopher Bunge calls “technological rules”
(1967). Technological rules are of the nature, If you wish to achieve objective A, then come
up with the solution B. Consequently, a typical research question in design research is Does it
work?, while behavioral research would ask Is it true?.” (Henseler, 2015, p. 9).
Moreover, by the natural ambition of design to make something, therefore changing something in
reality, the question “Is it true?” makes no sense in design research. Because you can make it true.
To make sense of the field of design research, the taxonomy of Frayling (1993) is widely adopted
(Dorst, 2013; Koskinen et al., 2011). This taxonomy deciphers three strands of design research:
Research for Design, Research about Design, and Research through Design. Research for design
(research with a small r, according to Frayling) is research that is conducted in preparation of, or
during a design project and is meant to inform a particular design solution. Research about design
is research about the act of designing, mostly studying designers practice or the history of design,
3

resulting in recommendations, tools and methodologies. Research through design is the type of
design research that differs the most from research in behavioural and natural sciences. In this
type of research, the act of designing itself is the source of new knowledge. Frayling talks about
materials research, development work and action research, “[…] where a research diary tells, in a
step-by-step way, of a practical experiment in the studios, and the resulting report aims to
contextualise it. Both the diary and the report are there to communicate the results” (Frayling,
1993, p. 5). In this way, doing design in practice can be the central part of doing design research.
Findeli (2010) shows how design practice, embedded in an academic context, is related to design
research in “research through design” (figure 1).

Figure 1. Research through Design scheme; the design question is a derivative of the
research question. The design answer is then a partial answer to the research question
(Findeli, 2010).
This last type of design research is especially suitable to be integrated with the Project Oriented
Education approach that is adopted by the IDE programme (Ponsen & Ruijter, 2002; Ruijter,
2002). However, this type of design research can also be difficult to recognise as “scientific” by the
students (Dorst, 2007). Therefore, and to add more structure to the research, the division in the
three research types of Frayling is adopted.

4

2. Design of the study

Following the steps of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) approach of Bishop-Clark
& Dietz-Uhler (2012, pp. 28-30) I will first start with describing the intended study in terms of
what groups to study?, where and how to study them, and the expected outcomes. Then in the
following chapters, the data collection, data analysis, and reporting of the findings will be
elaborated. The initial planning of the whole project can be found in appendix 1.
Based on the SoTL research taxonomy of Hutchinson, the study is a "What is?" question, focusing
on the description of "What it looks like", other than “What works?” (Bishop-Clark & Dietz-Uhler,
2012, p. 32). The study will therefore be a descriptive study, leading to recommendations for the
further development of the educational programme of IDE. The study is mainly targeted at the
student population of IDE, only consulting the teachers and researchers of IDE for the verification
of the research typology in their courses. Quantitative data will come from existing sources such as
student evaluations and course descriptions. Qualitative data will come from student reflections or
focus groups.
The group that I want to study consists of the Ma students Industrial design Engineering. This
group is divided over three sub-tracks of the master with their own specific character. These three
tracks are respectively Management of Product Design (MoPD), Emerging Technology Design
(ETD), and Human Technology Relations (HTR). Because of the flexibility in the programme and
the amount of electives that can be chosen, the actual programme of an individual IDE student
can differ considerably (Ruijter & Boomgaard, 2006; van den Boomgaard et al., 2013). Therefore,
to make the results of the study more representative and considering the time frame, the IDE
courses and the accompanying teachers attributed to the HTR track will be the focus of the study
(figure 2 and 3). The HTR track is targeted at educating the so called ‘people oriented designer’.

Figure 2: Overview of mandatory courses in the Human-Technology Relations (HTR)
sub-track of IDE for the academic year 2017-2018.
5

Figure 3: Overview of all the IDE courses for the academic year 2017-2018. The courses
in the HTR track are marked yellow (MoPD = Magenta, ETD = Blue).
Consequently, also only the students enrolled in the HTR track will be involved. For practical
reasons the participants of the mandatory HTR course Create the Future, running in the first
quartile will be invited. These are approximately 30 IDE students, from which 12-15 students can
be recruited to participate in 3 focus groups.
To identify the courses where research is incorporated, the information of the course descriptions
is used. Every IDE course has an assessment plan, in which the course aims are attributed to the
seven categories of the Domain Specific Reference Framework, including “research” (figure 4).

Figure 4. Example of a page from the assessment plan of the course Create the Future,
containing the attribution of the course aims to the seven categories of the Domain
Specific Reference Framework.
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After identification of the relevant courses, the research component will be mapped on the
typology of design research practices. This then will be checked with the responsible teachers.
The expected outcomes of the study are:
- that students do or do not value design research high (important within their Ma).
- that students value different types of Design research differently.
- that students do not recognize all types of design research.
2.1 Data collection

This section describes which data will be collected and the purpose of these data within the study.
- Student evaluations from national surveys; these have been collected to show that currently
the research component in the IDE curriculum is not satisfactory, the results are incorporated
in the introduction section.
- Self evaluation report from accreditation; this has been collected to show the importance and
place of research within the curriculum in the introduction section. This refers to the
curriculum manifestation levels of intended-visionary and intended-written.
- Course descriptions from Osiris; will be collected to investigate whether the course
incorporates design research (and which type). This refers to the curriculum manifestation
level of intended-written. The results are presented in chapter 3.1.
- Student evaluations from course evaluations; will be collected to see whether students value
courses with or without Design Research incorporated differently, the results are shown in
chapter 3.2.
- Course descriptions from colleagues; will be collected to check whether the course
incorporates design research (and which type). This refers to the curriculum manifestation
level of implemented-interpreted and implemented-in action. The results are presented
together with the results from the course descriptions in chapter 3.3.
- Student experiences, awareness, and value of (the different types of) Design Research; to know
how we should incorporate (more) design research in our curriculum. This refers to the
curriculum manifestation level of achieved-experienced. The results of this part are presented
in chapter 3.4.
With this set of data all the levels of the curriculum manifestations framework are represented.
Only the level of achieved-learned is not investigated, as this is not relevant for the research
question of this particular study.
2.2 Student Focus groups

Student experiences, awareness and evaluation of research within IDE are to be gathered through
focus groups. This method has been chosen because of the type of data that is to be collected from
the students. To know what their beliefs and opinions are it is better to perform a qualitative
analysis. Focus groups are chosen in preference of individual interviews because of the efficiency
and in favour of the richness of the data. It will be interesting to let the students discuss about the
topics, so they can develop their opinion without interference from the facilitator (which will be
the same as the researcher). This section will describe the set-up of the focus group session(s). To
keep the sessions manageable they are targeted at 4-6 students each.
To foster the elaboration of the discussion from different perspectives, the sessions will exist of
group discussions on selected questions and some little exercises in between. This will also
contribute to the objectivity of the results. The set-up of the session is described in table 2.
7

Table 2. Design of the Focus Group session
activity
Introduction with the reason for the invitation (and the explanation and signing of
consent).
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”
- Question: “what is according to you “research”? / “How would you describe it?”
- Question: “what would you consider “Academic” with respect to your education?”
- Question: “are you satisfied with the amount of research or the academic level of
your education?”
- Question: “… and do you think this is important? / “do you like/dislike this?”
Exercise “Research Component”: the students are asked to write down the names of
the courses they attended on post-it notes and order them from “most research
oriented or academic” to “least research oriented or academic”. They first do this
individual and are then asked to aggregate their results.
Reflect on the outcomes of the exercise
Exercise “Design Research”: the students are asked to write down an example of
“Design Research” on a small piece of paper (A5).
Explanation of the Design Research Framework to the students
Opinion of students on different types of research:
- Question: “do you recognize the different types of research in your educational
practice?”
- Question: “can you give examples of instances when you encountered the different
types of research?”
- Question: “which type of research did you value the most/would you value the
most?”.
Wrap-up with the question: “did this session change your opinion with respect to the
amount of research and/or academic level of your education?”

duration
10 min
15 min

10 min

5 min
5 min
5 min
15 min

5 min
60 min

Total duration of the session is estimated on one hour. The results of the discussions will be noted
by the facilitator. To streamline this process, the facilitator will make use of a fill-in sheet with all
the questions, the timings and the explanations for the exercises. The results of the exercises will
be photographed during the session.
2.3 Analysis

The gathered data will be mapped on the curriculum manifestations framework as described in the
data collection section. The data related to the course descriptions and teacher comments will be
mapped on the design research typology and related back to the model of Curriculum
Manifestations from table 1. The descriptive qualitative data from the student focus groups will be
described, categorized, classified, and grouped into a relevant set of shared statements and
opinions.
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3. Results

This chapter will describe the results from the different data collection activities.
3.1 Results from course descriptions

For all the courses in the IDE curriculum (as described in Figure 3) the assessment plans were
gathered. For each course, the attribution of the course aims to the seven categories of the Domain
Specific Reference Framework (described in the assessment plans as ‘Final Qualifications’) was
recorded in an Excell sheet. The overview of data can be found in table 3.
Table 3. Overview of the data from the assessment plan analysis.
IDE curriculum 2017-2018
following: https://www.utwente.nl/en/ide/curriculum/ , accessed 23 August 2018
Course
Number
201700019
192850830
201200064
201400180
200900077
192850810
201200137
201500133
201700008
201500440
192850730
192850910
192851010
192850740
201400380
201700042
192850750
192850960
201500518
201500008
201000201
201600361
191127520
192850840
201200146
201400103
191150700
191150390
192850870
201600361
201500009
201000159
201500235
201000212
201700200
195810310
201700294
191100010
191100020
count

Course
Name
Track
Brand Management (= Design Management) ▪ HTR
Create the Future
▪ HTR
Science and Technology Studies
▪ HTR
Multisensory Design
▪ HTR
Graphic Language of Products
▪ HTR
Scenario Based Product Design
▪ HTR
Design Histories
▪ HTR
Embodied Interaction
▪ HTR
Design and Behaviour Change
▪ HTR
Design & Emotion
▪ HTR
Governing Product Development
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 1
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 2
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle
▪ MoPD
Integrated Life Cycle Management for Product ▪ MoPD
Safety by Design
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle Management
▪ MoPD
Intellectual Property in Product Design
▪ MoPD
Advanced 3D Modelling
▪ MoPD
Empirical Methods for Designers
▪ MoPD
Virtual Reality
▪ MoPD
Distributed Product Development Project
▪ MoPD
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
▪ MoPD
Sources of Innovation
▪ ETD
Maintenance Engineering & Management
▪ ETD
3D Printing; Processes and Use
▪ ETD
Integrative Design of Biomedical Products
▪ ETD
Biomechanics
▪ ETD
Surface Engineering for Look & Feel
▪ ETD
Design of Surfaces for Comfort & Touch
▪ ETD
Electric Vehicle System Design
▪ ETD
Durability of Consumer Products
▪ ETD
Design for Maintanance Operations
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
Smart Environments Integration Project
▪ ETD
Hybridity-XD
Industrialization & Innovation in Construction ▪ ETD
Engineering Project Management
▪ ETD
TRIZ fundamentals
▪ ETD
TRIZ assignments
▪ ETD
39

Not
coordinated Research
by IDE
%
0
10
Master PSTS
0
25
25
0
20
Master CS

25
0
0
15

0
35
20
80
30
Master ME
Master ME
Master BME
Master ME

Master CME
Master ME

count
average

10
35

30
0
0
10
0
0

0
25
15

HTR average 11
MoPD av.
23
ETD average 9

The courses are grouped according to the three tracks HTR, MoPD and ETD. For each course with
a contribution to the category “research”, the type of assessment, type of research, and typical
research activity was recorded from the assessment plan descriptions. Unfortunately, for some
recent courses the assessment plans were not available or not complete. The courses that are
9

included in the curriculum but coordinated by other programmes do not have such an assessment
plan and are therefore also excluded in the further analysis.
The table shows that 14 of the 25 courses with a valid distribution of the course aims have a
contribution to “research”. The average percentage of the research contribution of these courses is
15% of the total content of the course. The research contribution in the MoPD courses is the
highest, although this figure is heavily influenced by the 80% research contribution in the course
Empirical Methods for Designers. The figure for this course is so high, while it is more or less an
advanced statistics course for application within the design domain. When this course is excluded,
the average for MoPD courses is however still 16%.
This means that at the “intended written” level of the curriculum, most of the students spend
roughly 15% of their study effort in research related activities. This figure is however still an
estimation, because all IDE students follow an individually tailored programme of mandatory and
elective courses. On average the students following the MoPD track will spend the most effort on
research, followed by HTR and ETD.
3.2 Results from student evaluations

For all the courses that incorporated some contribution to the category “research” of the Domain
Specific Reference Framework, recent student evaluation reports were gathered from the
Blackboard Repository (BlackBoard, 2013-2018). Data about the appreciation of the course were
recorded in an Excell sheet. An overview of the collected data can be found in table 4.
For most of the courses in the IDE curriculum, a student evaluation report was available. Some of
the courses that are part of the curriculum but are coordinated by other programmes did not have
evaluations available. Also evaluations of some of the newest courses, such as Design for
Behaviour Change, Distributed Product Development Project, and Smart Environments
Integration Project were not available. “Year” refers to the academic year when the most recent
course evaluation has taken place.
From all the found evaluations the “overall appreciation of the course” and the “relevance of the
course for a future IDE engineer” are listed (on a scale from 1-10). Besides that, for all the courses
some remarks of the students were incorporated to gain more insight in why the students
appreciated the courses or not. It was also tried to record all the specific remarks referring to
research. The table shows however that only just a few comments were made about research
and/or academic development. Most remarks that were made concerning research were about the
lack of research or academic development, such as: “I missed the academic part of this course. The
lectures did not really go into detail.” for the course Multisensory Design, and “The lectures could
have a more academic and broader content to extend the final assignment more properly.” for the
course Product Lifecycle Management. At one instance, a student even suggested to add research
related content to improve the course; “To give the course more depth, maybe some extra material
(papers for example) could be added with some background information about certain tools of
VR”. See for a complete list of the quotes appendix 3.
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Table 4. Overview of the data from the student evaluations analysis.
IDE curriculum 2017-2018
following: https://www.utwente.nl/en/ide/curriculum/ , accessed 23 August 2018
Course
Number
201700019
192850830
201200064
201400180
200900077
192850810
201200137
201500133
201700008
201500440
192850730
192850910
192851010
192850740
201400380
201700042
192850750
192850960
201500518
201500008
201000201
201600361
191127520
192850840
201200146
201400103
191150700
191150390
192850870
201600361
201500009
201000159
201500235
201000212
201700200
195810310
201700294
191100010
191100020
count

Course
Name
Track
Brand Management (= Design Management) ▪ HTR
Create the Future
▪ HTR
Science and Technology Studies
▪ HTR
Multisensory Design
▪ HTR
Graphic Language of Products
▪ HTR
Scenario Based Product Design
▪ HTR
Design Histories
▪ HTR
Embodied Interaction
▪ HTR
Design and Behaviour Change
▪ HTR
▪ HTR
Design & Emotion
Governing Product Development
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 1
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 2
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle
Integrated Life Cycle Management for Product ▪ MoPD
Safety by Design
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle Management
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Intellectual Property in Product Design
Advanced 3D Modelling
▪ MoPD
Empirical Methods for Designers
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Virtual Reality
Distributed Product Development Project
▪ MoPD
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
▪ MoPD
▪ ETD
Sources of Innovation
Maintenance Engineering & Management
▪ ETD
3D Printing; Processes and Use
▪ ETD
Integrative Design of Biomedical Products
▪ ETD
Biomechanics
▪ ETD
Surface Engineering for Look & Feel
▪ ETD
Design of Surfaces for Comfort & Touch
▪ ETD
Electric Vehicle System Design
▪ ETD
Durability of Consumer Products
▪ ETD
Design for Maintanance Operations
▪ ETD
Smart Environments Integration Project
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
Hybridity-XD
Industrialization & Innovation in Construction ▪ ETD
Engineering Project Management
▪ ETD
TRIZ fundamentals
▪ ETD
TRIZ assignments
▪ ETD
39

Course Evaluation
from: BlackBoard (2018) ORG_AA_CTW_IOIDE: Industrial Design (Engineerin

Not
A
coordinated Research sOverall
by IDE
sAppreciation
%
0
8,0
10
D8,4
Master PSTS
4,9
0
7,3
25
D7,8
25
A6,6
0
7,9
20
P7,3

Year
2016-2017
2016-2017
2016-2017
2015-2016
2017-2018
2016-2017
2014-2015
2015-2016

Relevance
of this
course for a
9,0
9,1
4,0
7,7
7,7
7,0
8,8
7,2

Remarks
on
General
Research Remarks
More a focus on desig
Adri’s lectures were ve
The first few weeks/a
I missed th There was not enough
I liked the course a lot
Co-design not covered
Fijne collegThis course is very use
A bit more Jelle is an open minde

0
35
20
80
30

7,1
P7,6
8,5
7,8
A7,7
8,0
7,9
7,3
A8,1
D7,5
A7,2
R6,8

2016-2017
2017-2018
2017-2018
2017-2018
2014-2015
2015-2016
2017-2018
2015-2016
2016-2017
2016-2017
2015-2016
2014-2015

5,4
8,4
9,1
8,4
9,0
9,6
8,2
7,9
8,5
8,0
7,9
6,7

More in de I would like to learn m
Uncertainty is part of
One of the few IDE ma
The course could be m
Er zijn meer EC’s nodig
(No comments given)
Some things were vag
The lectures could have a more a
The course is really int
Nice course. Although
(No comments given)
To give theVirtual Reality solution

10

D7,3

2016-2017

7,9

-

I don’t really get how

35

P7,4

2016-2017

9,3

-

I would have loved to

30
0
0
10
0
0

R6,9
7,3
7,6
O7,6
-

2017-2018
2013-2014
2015-2016
2014-2015
2016-2017

7,3
8,4
8,1
8,4
-

-

(…) Verder tevreden m
Het vak is interessant
De technische college
Sometimes too much
(Evaluation of this cou

25
15

26
7,58

count
average

8,23

HTR average 11
MoPD av.
23
ETD average 9

7,61
7,67
7,35

HTR average 8,07
MoPD av.
8,34
ETD average 8,23

(only IDE courses)

7,44
7,71

14
8

With Research (min 10%)
Without Research

Master CS

25
0
0
15

Master ME
Master ME
Master BME
Master ME

Master CME
Master ME

count
average

0

8,03
8,43

From the table it is apparent that the appreciation of courses is on average fairly high (7.58 on a
scale from 1-10) and the reported relevance is even higher (8,23). There are some minor
differences between the three tracks. More relevant for this research project is a possible
difference between courses with or courses without a research component.
It shows that from all the courses with a research component, and a valid evaluation (14 courses)
the average appreciation is 7,44 and average relevance is 8,03. For the courses without a listed
research component (8 courses) both components are reasonably higher with values of 7,71 and
8,43 respectively.
3.3 Results from course descriptions and consultation of colleagues

For all the courses that were identified as having a research component, the course descriptions
were analysed to see how the research component was implemented. The information was taken
directly from the collected assessment plans, as they happen to contain also the general course
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information and course aims from Osiris. For each selected course the characteristics of the
research activities, type of deliverables (in the assessment) and research type were assessed. The
dominant types were added to the overview from table 3. When it was not clear from the
descriptions, the responsible lecturers were consulted to determine the research type according to
the chosen typology (research for, about, or through design). See table 5.
Table 5. Overview of the data from the course description analysis.
IDE curriculum 2017-2018
following: https://www.utwente.nl/en/ide/curriculum/ , accessed 23 August 2018
Course
Number
201700019
192850830
201200064
201400180
200900077
192850810
201200137
201500133
201700008
201500440
192850730
192850910
192851010
192850740
201400380
201700042
192850750
192850960
201500518
201500008
201000201
201600361
191127520
192850840
201200146
201400103
191150700
191150390
192850870
201600361
201500009
201000159
201500235
201000212
201700200
195810310
201700294
191100010
191100020
count

Course
Name
Track
Brand Management (= Design Management) ▪ HTR
Create the Future
▪ HTR
Science and Technology Studies
▪ HTR
Multisensory Design
▪ HTR
Graphic Language of Products
▪ HTR
Scenario Based Product Design
▪ HTR
Design Histories
▪ HTR
Embodied Interaction
▪ HTR
Design and Behaviour Change
▪ HTR
Design & Emotion
▪ HTR
Governing Product Development
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 1
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 2
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle
▪ MoPD
Integrated Life Cycle Management for Product ▪ MoPD
Safety by Design
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle Management
▪ MoPD
Intellectual Property in Product Design
▪ MoPD
Advanced 3D Modelling
▪ MoPD
Empirical Methods for Designers
▪ MoPD
Virtual Reality
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Distributed Product Development Project
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
▪ MoPD
Sources of Innovation
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
Maintenance Engineering & Management
3D Printing; Processes and Use
▪ ETD
Integrative Design of Biomedical Products
▪ ETD
Biomechanics
▪ ETD
Surface Engineering for Look & Feel
▪ ETD
Design of Surfaces for Comfort & Touch
▪ ETD
Electric Vehicle System Design
▪ ETD
Durability of Consumer Products
▪ ETD
Design for Maintanance Operations
▪ ETD
Smart Environments Integration Project
▪ ETD
Hybridity-XD
▪ ETD
Industrialization & Innovation in Construction ▪ ETD
Engineering Project Management
▪ ETD
TRIZ fundamentals
▪ ETD
TRIZ assignments
▪ ETD
39

Not
coordinated Research Assessment
by IDE
%
Type
0
10
Design + Report
Master PSTS
0
25
Design
25
Assignment + Essay
0
20
Paper
Master CS

Master ME
Master ME
Master BME
Master ME

Master CME
Master ME

count
average

25
0
0
15

Research
Type

Research
Activity

Research for Design

Desk Research

Research for Design
Design Research
Research through Design User Research
Research through Design Design Research

Paper

Research about Design

Literature Research

Assignment + Test

Research for Design

Desk Research

0
35
20
80
30

Assignment
Design
Assignment + Exam
Report

Research for Design
Research through Design
Research for Design
Research through Design

Desk Research
Design Research
Statistical Analysis
Design Research

10

Design + Report

Research through Design Design Research

35

Paper

Research for Design

Desk Research

30
0
0
10
0
0

Report

Research for Design

Desk Research

Oral Exam

Research for Design

Literature Research

0
25
15

HTR average 11
MoPD av.
23
ETD average 9

14

Research for Design
8
Research about Design 1
Research through Design 5

From the 25 courses with a valid assessment plan, 14 courses listed a substantial research
component (of at least 10%). From the verified course descriptions, it becomes apparent that the
Research for Design type is dominant with eight courses. Five courses incorporate Research
through Design and only one course pays attention to Research about Design.
3.4 Results from Focus Group Discussions

Two focus group discussions were organised, both during a Tuesday lunch break. The sessions
were held at the office of the facilitator and a simple lunch was provided for the participants. The
first session had three participants, all three from the Netherlands. One of these had followed a
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University of Applied Science Bachelor (Industrieel Product Ontwikkelen / Industrial Product
Development (IPD)) and our Pre-Master. The other two completed our own ID Bachelor. The
discussion was entirely held in Dutch, so the notes were translated afterwards. The second session
had four participants; one from the Netherlands who also did the ID Bachelor at the UT, the
others followed a Bachelor somewhere else. The other students were one from Spain, one from
Germany and one from Belgium. In appendix 4 all the results from the two sessions are presented
in the format of the fill-in forms. In advance of the sessions, after the introduction, the
participants were asked to sign a consent form, based on the English version of the “Standaard UT
informed consent formulier” from the Faculty of Behavioural, Management and Social sciences
(2018). The used form, with an explanation of the session and the rights of the participants can be
found in appendix 5. Despite the initial planning, due to the lively discussions among the
participants, the first session lasted 85 minutes and the second even 100 minutes.
3.4.1 Results of the questions regarding the opinion on “Research” and “Academic Level”

In the first part of the discussion the opinion of the students on the research component and the
academic level of the curriculum was explored along several questions. The students were
explicitly asked to reflect on their master education until then as a whole. The answers to the
questions and the resulting discussions were considerably different for the two sessions. In the
first session, the students had notably thought about the research component before and reflected
on an abstract level on research as a phenomenon. One student stated that research is to discover
“something new / what is not there yet” and another student even came up with a ‘definition’ of
research as it was taught to them in the Science and Technology Studies course: “[the] enrichment
of human knowledge”. Also the different basic characteristics of research were mentioned, like the
importance of methodology in “rules and structure (references)”, objectivity in “As objectively as
possible”, and traceability in “Sharing knowledge -> that others can also make a judgement /
verifiable”. The students in the other focus group mentioned more the practical aspects of doing
research, mostly about doing investigations for your designs; “getting familiar with a subject you
do not know”, “quite some courses with research before you start designing”, “Research is doing
something practical as such, but find ways how to prove that it works”, and even “for me it is
about using Scopus or Google Scholar”.
Both student groups mentioned reading papers as a characteristic of academic education.
Especially a lot of papers with different perspectives. In both sessions this was mentioned as
contributing to the academic level. One student mentioned the “Discourse” in the academic world,
and “different views between scholars”. In the other session this was even taken further with “in
philosophy your own opinion is desired”. That this could compromise the objectivity was realised
when it was added that “you are however expected to have arguments”. This acknowledgement of
different perspectives is also confirmed later when at the discussion on the research component of
the separate courses one student argued that a specific course (Systems Engineering) was not
academic, because the course “was only about one book”, and several students agreed that another
course (Packaging Design & Management) was “interesting, but just “Roland”, [just] his
knowledge”.
In general, the students report to be satisfied with the amount of research or the academic level of
their education. However, mostly it is “yes, but”; “Satisfied indeed, but [you have to] look for it
yourself” and “Within HTR enough possibilities [for doing research]”, and the other way around “I
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prefer the practical, but was happy with the combination. I learned a lot from the theoretical
part”. The students also agreed upon the observation that the research component and academic
level of the separate courses is really different, and not always clear. As one student said: “[this]
Mix is good, but you do not know beforehand [so] Maybe afterwards you would have chosen
differently”. All students agree that research and academic level are important for a master
education. One student mentions that it depends on “what you want to do in your work later”,
however agrees that it is still important for your development; “still it is important about how you
think and approach things”.
3.4.2 Results of the exercise “Research Component”

To determine the opinion of the students about the research component in individual courses, the
participants were asked to write down all the courses they did so far on post-its and order them
from “most research oriented or academic” at the left, to “least research oriented or academic” at
the right. At each session the students were then asked to combine their classifications in one
overview, while reflecting on their choices.
From the reflection comments it is interesting to see why the students think that courses are more
research or academic and why they are not. It is also interesting to see whether the students
observations are the same as the reported research component according to the lecturers. In other
words, if the outcomes at the “achieved-experienced” level are the same as the “intended-written”
level of the curriculum manifestations framework. The combined results of the sessions are
therefore colour coded with the research component percentages from the assessment plans, as
listed in table 3. Because of the limited amount of participants, not all the courses from table 3 are
present. At the same time, due to the individual electives, a lot of courses are mentioned that do
not fit the scope of this research. These courses are left blank. The result is shown in table 6,
where the courses with a higher reported research component are a darker blue.
From the table it is apparent that some courses are ‘at the wrong side of the overview’. Ideally, the
darker blue courses would be at the left side and all the grey ones (reported as ‘no research
component’) would be at the right. Upon close inspection, also some courses are classified
significantly different over the two sessions. In the first session for instance, Scenario Based
Product Design is placed almost at the left, while in the second session it ends up somewhere at
the right, although in the reflection it is noted that “we did a lot of research ourselves. Making
scenarios based on people research”. In the first session the course owed its position to the
diversity of theories and the emphasis on methodology; “whole range of methods and then
blending and making your own approach”. This diversity of perspectives and finding your own
way in the execution of the course activities was something that was mentioned more often as a
characteristic of the research oriented courses. Or the other way around, the lack of diversity was
even mentioned eight times as a reason to be “not academic”.
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Table 6. Overview of the combined results of the exercise “Research Component”, with
colour coding of the research component at the ‘intended-written’ level.
First Focus
Group
Discussion

Capita
Selecta
[Research]
(na)

Design &
Behaviour
Change (na)

Product Life Embodied
Cycle
Interaction
Management (20)
(0)

Ethics and
Create the
Technology II Future (10)
(na)

Multisensory 3D printing;
Design (0)
processes
and use (35)

Ethics and
Philosophical Science &
Technology I Anthropology Technology
(na)
Studies (na)
and
Technology

Design
Histories (0)

Brand
Product Life
Management Cycle (15)
(0)

Study Tour
(na)

Design &
Virtual
Emotion (na) Reality (30)

Packaging
Design &
Management
(0)

Graphic
Language of
Products (25)

Scenario
Based
Product
Design (25)

TRIZ (0)

Second
Focus Group
Discussion
Electric
Vehicle
system design
(0)
Science &
Technology
Studies (na)

Integrative
Embodied
Design of
Interaction
Biomedical (20)
Products (na)

Design for
Maintanance
Operations
(0)

Intellectual
Pro-perty in
Product
Design (35)

Design of Surfaces for
Comfort &
Touch (0)

Empirical
Methods for
Designers
(80)

Surface
Engineering
for Look &
Feel (30)

Graphic
Design and
Language of Behaviour
Products (25) Change (na)

Create the
Future (10)

3D Printing;
processes
and use (35)

TRIZ (0)

Advanced 3D
Modelling
(20)

Ethics &
Technology I
(na)
Capita
Selecta (na)

Scenario
Based
Product
Design (25)

Brand
Virtual
Management Reality (30)
(0)
Design
Histories (0)

Design &
Product Life
Emotion (na) Cycle
Management
(0)
Multisensory
Design (0)

Systems
Engineering
(na)
Packaging
Design &
Management
(0)

not
applicable

no research
(0)

10-15%
research

20-25%
research

30-35%
research

>35%
research

‘Openness’ is also seen as a characteristic of research and academic level, for instance TRIZ and
Product Life Cycle Management (PLCM) were valued for this, although this openness also implied
that it depends on what you do with it yourself, as was also mentioned with Advanced 3D
modelling. This also explains why TRIZ and PLCM score very different in the two sessions. It
might even explain why these two courses score high in the second session, while the lecturers do
not consider their courses to have a relevant research component.
A third important character of research and academic level according to the students is reading
papers and subsequently also writing a paper yourself; “Design for Behaviour Change ends with an
essay”. Although having a high intended-written research component, the course Virtual Reality
was seen as a “very executive project” and scored very low.
3.4.3 Results from the exercise “Design Research”

The participants were asked to write an example of ‘Design Research” on a small piece of paper.
The results were scanned and transcripted/translated. Although the idea was that the students
would give a description of an example research project, they mostly described design research in
general characteristics.
From the results it is clear that the students all have an adequate idea of design research. None of
the students describe something that would not be considered design research. The examples are
however rather different, from very broad to very specific and from one research activity to a
complete seven step research process.
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Most of the students (five) describe a form of Research for Design with statements like “Research
to approach a problem connected to the design of an object” and “Investigate the perception of the
user through eg. interviews, focus groups, observations.” Two of them describe explorative
research and one describes evaluative research; “Questionaires about whether a product sends out
the right values explicitly. Or - finding out what heuristics can change peoples (sic) behaviour to
support certain behaviour.” The other two describe both. Only two students mention the other
types of design research. One describes a form of Research through Design rather adequately,
however calls it “researching designing” (in Dutch: ‘onderzoekend ontwerpen’); “so while

designing you are along the way researching different aspects to get familiar with [an] unfamiliar
subject”. The other student describes both Research through and Design Research about Design.
Remarkably the student addresses the latter as ‘Kees Dorst things’, referring to this influential
design researcher; “Research on how to design, design methods, education. eg. Kees Dorst things.”
3.4.4 Results from the questions regarding the opinion on the different types of research

After the design research description exercise the typology of design research was explained to the
students. When they acknowledged to understand the different types, the last set of questions was
asked. beginning with whether they recognised the three design research types from their
educational experiences.
After some consideration all students say to recognise the different types, although “not explicitly
- have had to do with every one of them, but [that] is not made clear.” The students also start to
philosophise which course would contain which type of research, although this was supposed to
be the next question. The students mostly relate Research for Design with the analysis phase in
design courses and mention Scenario Based Product Design as an example of Research through
Design, which is both considered correct. Together with the answers on the second question “can
you give examples of instances when you encountered the different types of research?” in both
sessions a total of 17 instances of courses is mentioned, from which 12 are classified congruent
with the opinion of the lecturers. From which it must be said that Design Histories is mentioned
twice as ‘Research about Design’, although it is not really research. Research in Design Histories
could however indeed be classified as Research about Design. Remarkable is that in both sessions,
Scenario Based Product Design is also discussed as Research about Design, because of the
methodologies evaluation component. Embodied interaction is an odd one out because in the first
session the students reported very different experiences. One student considered it to be Research
for Design, another one as Research through Design and the third Research about Design. After a
short discussion this appeared to be caused by the form in which the students executed the course;
regularly, as a Capita Selecta, and as an individual assignment. The lecturer considers the course
mostly Research through Design.
The opinion of the students which type of design research they value the most, most students
agree on Research through Design as the most interesting. It is also mentioned that Research for
Design is “least important for academic development”, although at the same time “That is what I
see myself applying in the professional field” and one thinks that “Research for Design is
important if you want to become a designer”. On the opposite, one student values Research about
Design above Research through Design because the student wants “to go into research”.
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3.4.5 Wrap up

At the end of the sessions, the students were asked to reflect on the experience of the session itself
with the question “did this session change your opinion with respect to the amount of research
and/or academic level of your education?”
The students all agreed that the session changed their opinion, or at least their perception. No
participant answered negative. The general opinion was that the session made the research
component and academic level of the education more explicit. One student mentioned also “it
turns out to be more research than you thought”. The other remarks are more about new insights
in the characteristics of research and academic level; “the insight that there is ‘Scientific Research’
and ‘Design Research’.” The typology was new for most of the students: “I had not actually
thought about the tripartite and that it was also present in the curriculum” and “Three types were
new to me”. It was also mentioned that it would have been more effective to explain the three
types before the two exercises. That would however have produced less insight in the students’
perception and ideas about research and academic level, because the students would have tried to
link the courses to the typology instead of making up their own minds.
In the wrap up, the students were also very positive about the session itself. One participant
mentioned to have learned a lot “because I am not a top-down type of guy” and gained more
insight with this reflection, although it did not really change his opinion on the academic level of
his education. Another student became really positive about the insights and declared to “present
the academic level as a value to the world!” for finding an interesting graduation project.
A new insight came from a student with the remark that “Academic level is also whether you can
participate in research projects (and the knowledge coming from that)”. Also worth mentioning is
the observation that “[the] three types are not really addressed proportionately”, which is of
course true, as was seen in the analysis in table 5. And earlier in the session the student also said to
miss design methodology research in the curriculum; “How I design and how others design and
that there are different ways in that”. The remark itself led the students to the conclusion that it
would be “not important to have had all three, however perhaps important to know (to be able to
choose consciously)”.
3.5 Course evaluations revisited

Although the results from the focus group discussions are not unanimous, there seems a light
preference for Research through Design above the other two types. As the valuation of the three
types of research is one of the research sub-questions, it is interesting to triangulate this with the
student course evaluations. It was already noted that the students valued the courses without
research component more than the others, although seen in the light of the difference in
interpretation noted in paragraph 3.3.2, this seems rather an ambiguous outcome.
From the values in table 3 one can see that this ambiguousness is not a coincident. Here, the
appreciation values for the five courses with a Research through Design character are considerably
lower than the values for the other types. The score for “relevance of this course for a future
industrial design engineer” is even a full point lower.
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Table 7. Course evaluation values for the three types of Research
Course Evaluation
from: BlackBoard (2018) ORG_AA_CTW_IOIDE: Industrial Design (Engineeri
Overall
Appreciation Year

Relevance of this course for a future ID
engineer

26
7,58

count
average

8,23

7,61
7,67
7,35

HTR average 8,07
MoPD av.
8,34
ETD average 8,23

(only IDE courses)

7,44
7,71

14
8

8,03
8,43

With Research (min 10%)
Without Research

7,64
7,60
7,10

8
1
5

8,40
8,40
7,36

Research for Design
Research about Design
Research through Design

3.6 Course manifestation levels revisited

When we relate the results back to the curriculum manifestations framework of table 1, we can
see that the findings cover almost all the levels of the framework. Only at the achieved-learned
level we do not have data yet. As the students’ performance on research is not assessed directly in
the curriculum, this is hard to measure. In the master graduation project, the performance on
research and academic level is only assessed indirectly in the sub-grades for “result” and “process”.
Best we can do is a similar analysis as with the course evaluations and compare the students results
for courses with research component with the results from courses without. The average grade for
the 14 courses with research component in the academic year 2017-2018 is then 7.27, and for 9
courses without it is 7,58 (see appendix 6). Although the difference is not substantial, we see the
same discrepancy as with the course evaluations: students score on average better grades for the
courses without a research component.
3.7 summary of research results

To provide an overview of the results, the main issues from all the research components are
summarized in table 8.
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Table 8. Summary of research results for the different curriculum manifestation levels.
manifestations

intended

summary of research results

visionary
written

implemented interpreted

in action

achieved

experienced

The very definition of a university is a place where research and
education are intertwined.
Research is one of the seven aspects that constitute the Domain
Specific Reference Framework that describes the master
programme Industrial Design Engineering.
This means that graduates of the programme should be able to
acquire new scientific knowledge through research, which entails
the development of new knowledge and insight according to
purposeful and systematic methods.
Throughout the curriculum, more than half of the courses have a
substantial research component (ranging from 10-35%, with one
outlier of 80%), resulting in by and large 16% research overall.
The majority of courses practices Research for Design or Research
through Design. Only one course is characterized as Research
about Design.
Research activities are mostly reading papers, literature/desk
research, and design research. One course is user research and one
course is about statistical analysis.
Research is mostly assessed indirectly in a design assignment or
directly by writing a paper.
students appreciate courses with a substantial research
component less than courses without. Also do they render courses
without a research component more ‘relevant for a future
engineer’.
Students report that research and academic level are important
aspects for a master education.
Students are mostly not aware of the three types of design
research, however recognize them in their educational
experiences. They report a preference for Research through
Design. Research for Design is the least important for an academic
education, however seen as most important for being a designer.
In most courses, the students assess the research component
differently than in the lecturers intentions.

learned

Some courses are experienced as academic because they are very
open and address different perspectives, other courses are
experienced as very directive.
students score on average slightly better grades for courses
without a research component.
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4. Conclusions

Thus, although we must be careful with the interpretation and applicability, we can still say
something informed about the set of research questions that were formulated in the introduction
section. In answering the questions I start with the sub-questions:
- How is design research incorporated in our education?
More than half of the IDE courses have an explicit research component, with which IDE students
on average should spend 16% of their time on design research. All three types of design research
are present, however Research about Design is only addressed in one course.
- How do students value doing design research in their education?
In the focus group sessions, students say that they find design research, especially Research
through Design and Research about Design, important. However, in practice they value courses
with design research less and achieve lower results than in courses without design research.
- To what extent are our students aware of doing design research in our education?
Students are not always aware of the instances in which they do design research and are positively
surprised by the implicit amount of design research in their education. Students are also not aware
of the different types of design research, however do recognise them after a short explanation.
- How do the students value different types of design research in our education?
Students have a slight preference for Research through Design, however at the same time value
courses with this type of research activities lower than the others.
More specifically, with respect to the central research question “How do (Industrial Design
Engineering Ma) students experience design research in their/our education?” we can conclude
that the expected outcomes that were formulated in the set-up of the study are more or less
confirmed:

- that students do or do not value design research high (important within their Ma).
Students do value design research, but not all students.

- that students value different types of Design research differently.
Students value them differently, also in relation to their ambitions in professional life.

- that students do not recognize all types of design research.
Students do recognize all types of design research, however only implicitly.
It should be noted that the curriculum not necessarily needs more research, as the students in the
focus groups reported that there are sufficient opportunities and that, representing one of the 7
categories of the Domain Specific Reference Framework, roughly 1/7th of the curriculum is also
described as such.
5. Discussion

When we look at the validity of the research results, there are several limitations. First of all the
sample sizes are limited. Due to time constraints only two Focus Group Discussions were
organised, with 7 participants in total. The original plan to have three sessions with 15 students
from the Create the Future course was not feasible because the course was already finished when
the preparation for the sessions was ready. Therefore the participants were recruited via the
Canvas page of the Human Technology Relations master track. As the participation was
voluntarily, this may also cause a bias. Probably the students that signed up already had a positive
attitude towards research beforehand. This compromises the research question “How do students
value (doing) design research important in their education?” because their answers can be more
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positive than the attitude of the ‘average’ IDE student. This is strengthened by the remark in one
of the sessions that “in some [group] projects others are at that point not interested” and on
student experienced “dislike at some people”. On the other hand, if the participants would, on
average be more interested in research, then it is more striking that they were mostly unaware of
the different types of design research.
Another limitation of the research is the availability of data for some of the courses in the IDE
curriculum. Courses that are seen as part of the IDE curriculum, but are organised by other
programmes do not have the same assessment plans and course evaluations. From the 39 courses
listed in the curriculum, from 24 courses the research component could be verified. Only 14 of
them did have a research component to evaluate. Besides that, the list of IDE courses slightly
changes over the years, so not all courses also have a valid student evaluation report and valid
numbers for the student results. In the end, only for 20 courses the data are complete. Another
complication is that IDE students all have an individual choice of electives, based on personal
preferences. These choices can even partly lie outside the IDE curriculum. Therefore the set of
courses that was covered in the Focus Group Discussions was only partly the same as in the other
evaluations (18 courses).
A third, and more complex limitation of the research set-up is the intertwining of the concepts
‘research’ and ‘academic level’, because in the Elsevier publication of “Best Educational
Programmes” and the National Student Survey (NSE) these are also captured together under the
umbrella of ‘Research Competences’ and ‘Scientific Development’. It was chosen to address these
together in the Focus Group Discussions, and try to understand how the students experience the
two aspects differently (or not). The results of the Focus Group Discussions show that the students
associate openness of assignments, diversity of perspectives and theories, and finding your own
way in the execution of course activities with being ‘academic’ or ‘scientific’. The students
associate reading and writing papers with ‘research’, while other research activities are only
implicitly recognized. This can also clarify the difference in classification between the lecturers
and the students in the “Research Component” exercise; that the lecturers have a better
understanding of the diversity of design research and at the same time do not see openness,
diversity and self-directiveness as part of research competences. This reflection has made me to
investigate this further, by taking in account two of the other aspects that could be considered to
add to the academic development of the students from the Domain Specific Reference Framework
into account in this comparison. In appendix 7 however, one can see that the combined
percentage that I have called ‘academicness’ (= Research + Scientific Approach + Intellectual
Skills) does not render very different results. The discrepancy between the interpretation of the
lecturers and the students remains. Nevertheless, we can conclude that we have to improve the
experience of both aspects to score better in the evaluations.
Another complication in the interpretation of the results of the study is the discrepancy between
the positive attitude of the students towards research in the Focus Group sessions in contrast with
the lower scores in the general course evaluations and at a lower level with the students’ course
results. These lower scores can of course be due to characteristics of the courses that have nothing
to do with research, however it is also possible that different students value ‘doing research’
differently, which is also strengthened by the remarks in the focus group sessions as stated before.
Complication of the set-up of the study in this respect is that the course evaluations are calculated
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for all the courses, while in the focus group sessions only students from the Human Technology
Relations track participated. On the other hand, these students also followed courses from the
other tracks, so there is a lot of overlap. Probably, this whole thing is also an information issue;
that students are not aware of the different characteristics of the courses, which therefore do not
match their expectations afterwards. Nevertheless it will be worthwhile to repeat the Focus Group
Discussion sessions with students from the other two tracks. In one of the sessions, a student even
mentioned that students of the MoPD track were not that interested in research. After some
discussion, the statement was dropped because the students in the session agreed that this was
probably more of an individual issue, not per se related to a track.
Although the focus group discussion sessions were rather successful in uncovering the students
experiences, the outcomes of the study are not readily applicable for other educational
programmes. The study and its outcomes are heavily influenced by the set-up of the IDE master in
three tracks and with a lot of freedom for choosing individual courses. The outcomes are also very
dependent on the special characteristics of design research and the design research framework,
and therefore not so much applicable for programmes without a design signature. However, as
design is lately adopted by the University as a central concept in bringing ‘High Tech’ and ‘Human
Touch’ together, its value might change in the future. On the other hand, the insights can be
valuable for other academic programmes that struggle with an implicit research component. At
this time, the outcomes and recommendations would be most valuable for the recently designed
master programme Interaction Technology from the EMMCS faculty. This master is closely
related to IDE and also targets at educating designers, as the webpage states; “Choose your
disciplines and prepare yourself for a role as researcher, designer or entrepreneur.” (University of
Twente, 2018a). It also consists of a large pool of elective courses, grouped in sub-topics that are
similar to the three track signatures, including “design” (University of Twente, 2018b). It is worth
noting that in this “General Programme Structure” the master has also adopted a category of
courses called “Research Courses”, which makes the research component of the programme of
course rather explicit.
Thus, within the limitations of this Scholarly research trajectory this project has gained valuable
insights in the students’ experience of research and academic level of their education as people
oriented designer. Although I was not able to build a consistent image of the students’ perception
and value of the scientific development within the whole of IDE, I think that with the aid of the
results we can inform the design process towards an updated master curriculum in which the
programme is involved at the moment. At the same time I am confident that the programme can
improve the students’ experience also by acting on the research component more conscious
ourselves, while at the same time being more informative to the students, in order to let them also
be able to shape their own development more consciously.
6. Recommendation

Building on the outcomes of the study I come to the following recommendations to improve the
situation, in order of significance. Starting with better addressing the latent research preferences
of the individual students:
- Inform students better about the characteristics of individual courses, so they can choose more
consciously for more- or less research as a component of their education. This can be done by
improving the master information sessions or by incorporating the contributions to the Domain
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Specific Reference Framework in the course descriptions in Osiris. This could also help students to
decide more consciously about the preferred ‘level of academicness’ of their education in relation
to their ambitions for a professional career.
- Present the students the framework of different types of design research explicitly. This can be
done for instance in the iDay sessions that we started recently for all IDE master students.
Dilemma is here whether to inform the students beforehand, when they can possibly not yet
relate to the different activities very well, or to reflect on it afterwards for optimal understanding.
Possibly best to incorporate a session halfway and by the way inform them about the possibilities
to do more design research in a Capita Selecta. The set-up for the Focus Group Discussions can
serve as a source of inspiration for such a session.
Secondly, to bring more balance and to improve the overall offer of research in courses:
- Pay more attention to Research about Design, especially design methodology and ‘Kees Dorst
things’, which relate to how people design (differently) and how people learn design (differently).
From the results of the Focus Group Discussions, Scenario Based Product Design is the best
candidate to address this explicitly. However, it could also be incorporated in Create the Future or
a new course.
- Show more of (the results of) our own research in courses. Also explicitly address this, because it
is not always clear to the students that what they learn is often coming from our own research.
Lastly, to improve the experience of ‘academicness’ of students:
- Let students read scientific papers.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Planning

Table A1. Initial planning of the project and estimated hours per activity
May
June
July

September-November
January
February 4th

Design of the Study and Literature research
SUTQ meetings
Analysis of literature and composition of the proposal
SUTQ meetings
Collection and analysis of the course descriptions and
course objectives
Research on experiences of researcher-lecturers
Preparation of research on student experiences
Collection of Data on student experiences
Processing of Data
SUTQ meetings
Analysis and presentation of the data
Composition of the report
submission of the report
(+ poster and reflection report)
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16
12
16
4
8
12
24
24
12
8
12
24
Total hours:
160

Appendix 2. SoTL Research plan worksheet
Descriptive research - leading to recommendations
"What is?" Type of SoTL question
Targeted at the students, asking the lecturers only to check the Design Research concepts (typology)
Quantative data from existing sources + qualitative data from student reflections or focus groups
Identify the research question

How do (Industrial Design Engineering Ma) students experience
(or value?) design research in their/our education?
Sub questions

Design the Study

What groups do you want to study?
- Ma students Industrial design Engineering (of the HTR track?)
- Lecturers from selected courses in IDE
How many people will you study?
Max 30
Will you do a pilot?
Preferably not (or with Robert-Jan den Haan)
Where will you conduct the study?
During Create the Future in the first quartile
Will you use comparison groups?
No (maybe relate to found datasets from other places)
What kind of outcomes do you expect?
- that students do or do not value design research high
(important within their Ma)
- that students value different types of Design research
differently
- that students do not recognize all types of design research

Collect the Data

What data will you collect?
- student evaluations from national surveys
- student evaluations from course evaluations
- self evaluation report(s) from accreditation
- Course descriptions from Osiris
- Course attendance (electives) if possible/needed
- Course descriptions from colleagues
- Student experience, awareness, value of Design Research?
When will you collect them?
- July for the existing data
- September-October for new student data
Who will collect the data?
- I myself
- ask Thonie
- maybe help from Adelien for the Osiris part
Why are you collecting these data?

Student evaluations from national surveys
- to find wether students value (doing) design research important in their education?
Student evaluations from course evaluations
- to see whether students value courses with or without Design Research incorporated
(differently)
Self evaluation report(s) from accreditation
- to investigate to which extent our education incorporates design research
Course descriptions from Osiris
- to investigate wether the course incorporates design research
Course descriptions from colleagues
- to check whether the course incorporates design research (and which type)
Course attendance
- to investigate popularity of elective courses (with or without design research
incorporated)
Student experience, awareness, value of design research
- to know how we should incorporate (more) design research in our curriculum

Analyze the Data and Draw
conclusions

How will you analyse the Data?
Descriptive qualitative: describe, categorize, classify, group
If your data sets needs to be coded, who will code it?
I myself

Report the Findings

Where do you plan to present your findings?
At the E&PDE 2019 or 2020
Where do you plan to publish your findings?
One of the following:
- The Journal of Design and Technology Education
- The Journal of Engineering Education
- Engineering Education
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Appendix 3. List of comments on “research” from the student course evaluations
IDE curriculum 2017-2018
following: https://www.utwente.nl/en/ide/curriculum/ , accessed 23 August 2018
Not
A
coordinated Research s
%
by IDE
sRemarks on Research
0
10
Master PSTS
I missed the academic part of this course. The lectures did not really go into detail. It
0
would have been more interesting to see how this theory is used in the product
development process. For example organizing an excursion to a company which is
focused on designing sounds and smells for products.

Course
Number
201700019
192850830
201200064
201400180

Course
Name
Brand Management (= Design Management)
Create the Future
Science and Technology Studies
Multisensory Design

Track
▪ HTR
▪ HTR
▪ HTR
▪ HTR

200900077
192850810
201200137

Graphic Language of Products
Scenario Based Product Design
Design Histories

▪ HTR
▪ HTR
▪ HTR

25
25
0

DAFijne colleges! Dat we elk college ook zelf aan het denken werden gezet, zie ik als een
groot pluspunt.

201500133

Embodied Interaction

▪ HTR

20

PA bit more help with writing an academic paper and making at a bit more concrete
what we have to write in the paper or what end result is expected makes it a lot easier
to write it. Maybe a more interactive and fun final assignment is ideal. / Better
guidelines about what it expected. More materials that could help you finishing the
assignments. I sometimes had to the feeling I was doing an assignment I created
myself and was not sure if that was good / I did not have any experience with writing
a paper and it was very difficult to start with writing it. While writing it you have no
idea if you are doing it right or wrong. Also choosing a theory from embodied
interaction was rather difficult. It might have been easier to have a short description
of each theory together with some author names.

201700008
201500440

Design and Behaviour Change
Design & Emotion

▪ HTR
▪ HTR

192850730
192850910
192851010
192850740
201400380
201700042
192850750

▪ MoPD
Governing Product Development
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 1
Packaging Design & Management 2
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle
▪ MoPD
Integrated Life Cycle Management for Product ▪ MoPD
Safety by Design
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle Management
▪ MoPD

25
0
0
15

192850960
201500518
201500008
201000201

Intellectual Property in Product Design
Advanced 3D Modelling
Empirical Methods for Designers
Virtual Reality

▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD

35
20
80
30

ADATo give the course more depth, maybe some extra material (papers for example)
could be added with some background information about certain tools of VR.

201600361
191127520
192850840
201200146
201400103
191150700
191150390
192850870
201600361
201500009
201000159
201500235
201000212
201700200
195810310
201700294
191100010
191100020

Distributed Product Development Project
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Sources of Innovation
Maintenance Engineering & Management
3D Printing; Processes and Use
Integrative Design of Biomedical Products
Biomechanics
Surface Engineering for Look & Feel
Design of Surfaces for Comfort & Touch
Electric Vehicle System Design
Durability of Consumer Products
Design for Maintanance Operations
Smart Environments Integration Project
Hybridity-XD
Industrialization & Innovation in Construction
Engineering Project Management
TRIZ fundamentals
TRIZ assignments

▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
▪ ETD

10

-

35

P-

30
0
0
10
0
0

RO-

Master CS

More in depth knowledge for this emerging trend. Is hard to achieve because of the
limited amount of research. More links to how the human thinks, areas of the brain
activated etc. / However, the cooperation with the Communication Science student
did not go perfectly. Every group should have more designers, and then the projects’
focus is on design. Or more communication students and then with a more research
focused project. / The collaboration with the communication students didn’t go well.
They did not listen to the IDE and HMI students and got very bossy. They did not
realize that it’s a design project and not just a literature study.
AThe lectures could have a more academic and broader content to extend the final
assignment more properly. / Theoretical background could be more elaborated.

0

Master ME
Master ME
Master BME
Master ME

Master CME
Master ME

0
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Appendix 4. Focus group sessions results (raw)

Session1 - SUTQ research “Design Research in Design Education”
The first focus group discussion lasted from 12h45 until 14h10 (85 min).
There were tree participants, all three from the Netherlands. One student had done a University of
Applied Science Bachelor (Industrieel Product Ontwikkelen / Industrial Product DevelopmentIPD) and our Pre-Master. The other two did our own Bachelor. The discussion was entirely held
in Dutch.
activity
Introduction with the reason for the invitation (and the explanation and signing of
consent).

duration
10 min

Introduction

In this educational research project I want to investigate how we can best strengthen the position
of design research within the Industrial Design Engineering (IDE) master curriculum. Although
research has a prominent place in the educational vision of the programme, national student
evaluations show that the scientific component of the curriculum scores insufficient. By
investigating the students’ experience of this scientific component of the programme I want to
come to specific recommendations how to improve the students perception of design research.
Mention that this research is also part of my SUTQ. Mention that the session is meant as a
discussion, so they can react on each other to get things clear.

Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”
- Question: “what is according to you “research”? / “How would you describe it?”
- Question: “what would you consider “Academic” with respect to your education?”
- Question: “are you satisfied with the amount of research or the academic level of
your education?”
- Question: “… and do you think this is important? / “do you like/dislike this?”

15 min

Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “what is according to you “research”? / “How would you describe it?”

Notes:
- Iets nieuws ontdekken / wat er nog niet is.
- Meer naar [het] grote geheel kijken --> kan ook gedetailleerd.
- Verrijking van [de] menselijke kennis (= definitie van wetenschap bij STS).
- Verschil onderzoek (-> zelf regels bepalen) of academisch onderzoek (-> kennis ook opschrijven
en verspreiden).
- regels en structuur (bronnen) + format in opschrijven.
- Zo objectief mogelijk --> of niet per sé - in filosofie is eigen mening gewenst --> visie, [er] wordt
wel verwacht dat je argumenten hebt.
- Delen van kennis --> dat anderen ook kunnen beoordelen / “makes sense” / verifieerbaar.
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- Discover something new / what is not there yet.
- Looking more at [the] big picture -> can also be detailed.
- Enrichment of [the] human knowledge (= definition of science at STS).
- Difference research (-> determine rules yourself) or academic research (-> also write down and
disseminate knowledge).
- rules and structure (references) + format in writing down.
- As objectively as possible -> or not necessarily - in philosophy your own opinion is desired ->
vision, [you are] however expected to have arguments.
- Sharing knowledge -> that others can also make a judgement / “makes sense” / verifiable.
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “what would you consider “Academic” with respect to your education?”

Notes:
- [er zijn] redelijk wat vakken met onderzoek voordat je gaat ontwerpen.
- specifiek zelf verdiept in research --> [die] mogelijkheid wordt geboden.
- Verschil met HBO-IPO; het lezen van academische papers (in plaats van boeken).
- op basis van literatuur theorie leren beheersen en zelfs eigen theorie (leren) opbouwen --> in
veel vakken.
- [bij] veel vakken is het gewenste resultaat heel erg open. ---> vakken beginnen met probleem /
vraagstuk. --> [je wordt] daardoor ook gestimuleerd om literatuur te lezen.
---> [er wordt] van je ge-eist dat je beter begrip krijgt van het onderwerp dat er speelt. ->
nadenken over wat je aan het doen bent. - Waarom? (bij elke stap) - “fundamenteler”

- [there are] quite some courses with research before you start designing.
- specifically deepened myself in research -> [that] possibility is offered.
- Difference with University of Applied Science-IPD; reading academic papers (instead of books).
- learn to master theory on the basis of literature and even (learn to) build your own theory -> in
many courses.
- [at] many courses the desired result is very open. ---> courses start with problem / question. ->
therefore [you will] be encouraged to read literature.
---> [it is] required that you get a better understanding of the subject at hand. -> think
about what you are doing. - Why? (at every step) - "more fundamental"
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “are you satisfied with the amount of research or the academic level of your education?”

Notes:
- zelf heel veel gedaan in deze richting. Wel “satisfied”, maar [je moet] er zelf naar op zoek. --> in
sommige [groeps]projecten zijn anderen dan niet geïnteresseerd / “papers lezen?”.
- Binnen HTR genoeg mogelijkheden.
--> MoPD mensen zijn minder bereid.
- Niet per sé MoPD?
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- ligt misschien aan persoonlijkheid?
- of aan vakkenpakket?
--> ik ervaar afkeer bij sommige mensen - “doe dan maar HBO” <- “Ik ben hier niet om
onderzoek te doen, maar [om te] ontwerpen. ([maar] “Je hoeft je leven er niet aan te
wijden om er iets aan te hebben”).
- Met standaard vakken van HTR niet tekort. --> tevreden met academische focus (ten opzichte
van IPO). --> SBPD goed voorbeeld van hoe het samen kan gaan.
- mensen die onderschatten dat onderzoek en design samen gaan: “Dat mensen niet helemaal
doorhebben dat ze al aan het onderzoeken zijn” (Witte jas!) -> DesignLab!

- done a lot in this direction myself. "Satisfied" indeed, but [you have to] look for it yourself. --> in
some [group] projects others are at that point not interested / "reading papers?".
- Within HTR enough possibilities.
--> MoPD people are less willing.
- Not necessarily MoPD?
- is perhaps dependent on personality?
- or dependent on study programme?
--> I experience dislike at some people - "then do University of Applied Science" <- "I'm
not here to do research, but [to] design. ([however] "You do not have to dedicate your life
to it to gain something from it").
- No shortage with the standard HTR courses. --> satisfied with academic focus (compared to
IPD). --> SBPD good example of how it can go together.
- people who underestimate that research and design go together: "That people do not fully realize
that they are already researching" (White coat!) -> DesignLab!
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “… and do you think this is important? / “do you like/dislike this?”

Notes:
- Ja, belangrijk want [het is een] Universitaire opleiding.
- het kan jezelf verbreden als ontwerper. --> Mis in curriculum: - Design methodieken onderzoek
--> Hoe ik ontwerp en hoe anderen ontwerpen en dat daar verschillende manieren in zijn. ---> Je
denkt dat het ontwerpen is zoals je hebt geleerd in de Bachelor => van daaruit verder
ontwikkelen.
- “ook een stukje autonoom worden”. “Beat the system”.
- “anders [was ik] geen Master gaan doen.”

- Yes, important because [it is a] University education.
- it can broaden yourself as a designer. --> Misses in curriculum: - Design methodology research -> How I design and how others design and that there are different ways in that. ---> You think
that designing is like you have learned it in the Bachelor => develop from there.
- "also a piece of becoming autonomous". "Beat the system".
- "otherwise [I would] not have gone to do a Master."
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Exercise “Research Component”: the students are asked to write down the names of
the courses they attended on post-it notes and order them from “most research
oriented or academic” to “least research oriented or academic”. They first do this
individual and are then asked to aggregate their results.
Reflect on the outcomes of the exercise
Exercise “Design Research”: the students are asked to write down an example of
“Design Research” on a small piece of paper (A5).

Started at 13h15.
Outcomes of the exercise “Research Component”:

Photos of the individual results:

Combined result:
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Reflection on the outcomes of the exercise:

Remarks:
- Virtual Reality: heel erg uitvoerend project.
- D&E + GLP + TRIZ: heel erg: “dit zijn de methodes en ga het doen”.
- Design Histories: vooral informatie / kennis --> wel betere identificatie waarom producten
eruitzien zoals ze eruitzien.
- SBPD => heel scala van methoden en dan blenden en eigen aanpak maken.
- Embodied Interaction & STS & Ethics of Technology: veel papers lezen en van daaruit verder
onderzoeken.
- PLCM - heel abstract en vrij en echt iets nieuws doen --> heel onderzoekend en open / fuzzy.
- Capita Selecta Research: echt in onderzoekswereld ondergedompeld.
- Filosofie vakken: veel onderzoek gelezen / argumenteren / onderzoek. Geen Design Research.
- Design vakken: je krijgt research naar je hoofd en “doe er iets mee”.
- Study tour: [wel “onderzoek” gedaan maar] niet heel diep.
- Packaging: gewoon iets ontwerpen.
- Capita Selecta Research (DRS): was Bachelor opdracht samenvatten, dus niet zo heel interessant
om bekend te worden met de [onderzoeks] wereld (bijzaak).
- Design & Emotion: maar één visie, dus voelde weinig onderzoekend. STS was wel heel breed

- Virtual Reality: very very executive project.
- D&E + GLP + TRIZ: very much: "these are the methods and go do it".
- Design Histories: especially information / knowledge --> However better identification of why
products look the way they look.
- SBPD => whole range of methods and then blending and making your own approach.
- Embodied Interaction & STS & Ethics of Technology: reading lots of papers and researching from
there.
- PLCM - very abstract and free and really do something new --> very investigative and open /
fuzzy.
- Capita Selecta Research: really immersed in research context.
- Philosophy courses: a lot of reading of research / arguing / researching. No Design Research.
- Design courses: you get research thrown to your head and "do something with it".
- Study tour: [sure done "research" but] not very deep.
- Packaging: just designing something.
- Capita Selecta Research (DRS): summarizing the Bachelor assignment, so not very interesting to
be familiar with the [research] context (subsidiary).
- Design & Emotion: only one vision, so felt little like researching. STS was very broad.
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Results of exercise “Design Research” examples:

Scans of the A5 size sheets with translations of the text.
“Onderzoek doen naar de beleving van de
gebruiker door bijv. interviews, focus
groepen, observaties. Deze inzichten
vertalen naar een ontwerp om vervolgens
dit ontwerp te laten testen door gebruikers.
-> problemen of verbetering doorvoeren.”

"Investigate the perception of the user through eg. interviews, focus groups, observations.
Translate these insights into a design and then have this design tested by users -> problems or
implement improvements."
“1. Probleem of vraagstuk bepalen dat speelt in de
maatschappij. 2. Opzet maken van aanpak. 3.
Probleem onderzoeken (wat is het? Waarom is het
er? Is dit daadwerkelijk het problem? Is
hetdaadwerkelijk een problem?). 4. Potentiële
oplossingen bepalen. 5. Oplossingen testen. 6.
Oplossingen verbeteren. 7. Oplossingen
implementeren.”

"1. Determine problem or issue that is at hand in
society. 2. Setting up an approach. 3. Examining the
problem (what is it? Why does it exist? Is this
actually the problem? Is this actually a problem?). 4.
Determine potential solutions. 5. Test solutions. 6.
Improve solutions. 7. Implement solutions."

”- research over hoe te designen, design
methodieken, educatie. bv. Kees Dorst dingen. research-through-design, door het ontwerpen van
een specifieke case een grotere vraag
beantwoorden.”

"- research on how to design, design methods,
education. eg Kees Dorst things. - researchthrough-design, answering a bigger question by
designing a specific case."
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Explanation of the Design Research Framework to the students

three strands of design research: Research for Design, Research about Design, and Research
through Design.
Research for design is research that is conducted in preparation of, or during a design project
and is meant to inform a particular design solution. For instance consumer research or context
research.
Research about design is research about the act of designing, mostly studying designers practice
or the history of design, resulting in recommendations, tools and methodologies.
Research through design. In this type of research, the act of designing itself is the source of new
knowledge. Designing something to know more/get insights about a particular phenomenon.
Opinion of students on different types of research:

Question: “do you recognize the different types of research in your educational practice?”

Notes:
- Niet expliciet --> wel met allemaal te maken gehad, maar wordt niet duidelijk gemaakt.
- RtD = SBPD -> methodieken maken en “doen” om ze te ontwikkelen. SBPD is ook RaB evalueren van methodieken.
- RtD in Capita Selecta gadaan.
- GLP [is] misschien RfD -> Merk onderzoeken en dan toepassen --> ik denk in veel vakken.
- Design for Behaviour Change en Multisensory Design ook wel deels RtD.
- Ja, als je er achteraf zo over nadenkt herken je het wel (alle drie).

- Not explicitly -> have had to do with every one of them, but is not made clear.
- RtD = SBPD -> create methodologies and "execute" them to develop them. SBPD is also RaB evaluating methodologies.
- RtD done in Capita Selecta.
- GLP [is] maybe RfD -> Brand research and then apply it --> I think in many courses.
- Design for Behavior Change and Multisensory Design [were] also partly RtD.
- Yes, if you think about it afterwards, you recognize it (all three).
Opinion of students on different types of research:

Question: “can you give examples of instances when you encountered the different types of
research?”

Notes:
Zie hiervoor
+ Embodied interaction is bij de één RfD, de ander RtD ([gedaan] als Capita Selecta), de derde RaD
want individuele opdracht - met verschillende assignments.

See previous
+ Embodied Interaction is with one RfD, with the other RtD ([done] as a Capita Selecta), with the
third RaD because of an individual assignment - with different assignments.
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Opinion of students on different types of research:

Question: “which type of research did you value the most/would you value the most?”.

Notes:
- RfD is voor academische ontwikkeling [het] minst belangrijk.
- persoonlijke interesse: RaB 1 en RtD 2, want wil ook de onderzoekskant op.
- RtD meest interessant (wil ook onderzoekskant op).
- “Denk dat RfD belangrijk is als je ontwerper wilt worden.”
- “Dit zie ik mezelf wel in het werkveld toepassen” --> RfD en RtD interessanter in het
ontwerpveld: “je weet zelf wel hoe, je hoeft niet te weten waarom.”

- RfD is least important for academic development.
- personal interest: RaB 1 and RtD 2, because [I] also want to go into research.
- RtD most interesting (also wants to go into research).
- "Think that RfD is important if you want to become a designer."
- "This is what I see myself applying in the professional field" -> RfD and RtD more interesting in
the design field: "you know how, you do not have to know why."
Wrap-up:

Question: “did this session change your opinion with respect to the amount of research and/or
academic level of your education?”

Notes:
--> Soms niet bewust van het academische
--> het blijkt toch wel meer research te zijn dan je dacht
--> ik had eigenlijk nog niet nagedacht over de driedeling en dat die ook in het curriculum zat.
- [de] drie typen komen niet per sé evenredig aan bod.
- niet belangrijk om alle drie gehad te hebben, maar misschien wel belangrijk om te weten
(bewust kunnen kiezen).

--> Sometimes not aware of the academic character
--> it turns out to be more research than you thought
--> I had not actually thought about the tripartite and that it was also present in the curriculum.
- [the] three types are not really addressed proportionately.
- not important to have had all three, however perhaps important to know (choose consciously).
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Session 2 - SUTQ research “Design Research in Design Education”
The second focus group discussion started at 12h40 and lasted till 14h20 (100 min)
There were four participants; one from the Netherlands who also did the ID Bachelor at the UT,
the others followed a Bachelor somewhere else. The other students were one from Spain, one from
Germany and one from Belgium. The session was held in English.
activity
Introduction with the reason for the invitation (and the explanation and signing of
consent).

duration
10 min

Introduction

In this educational research project I want to investigate how we can best strengthen the position
of design research within the Industrial Design Engineering (IDE) master curriculum. Although
research has a prominent place in the educational vision of the programme, national student
evaluations show that the scientific component of the curriculum scores insufficient. By
investigating the students’ experience of this scientific component of the programme I want to
come to specific recommendations how to improve the students perception of design research.
Mention that this research is also part of my SUTQ. Mention that the session is meant as a
discussion, so they can react on each other to get things clear.
activity
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”
- Question: “what is according to you “research”? / “How would you describe it?”
- Question: “what would you consider “Academic” with respect to your education?”
- Question: “are you satisfied with the amount of research or the academic level of
your education?”
- Question: “… and do you think this is important? / “do you like/dislike this?”

duration
15 min

Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “what is according to you “research”? / “How would you describe it?”

Notes:
- Learned in the master -> Learning something beyond what you know - getting familiar with a
subject you do not know really fast -> “quickly adapt”.
- reading a lot of papers. but also: talking with people (more practical research in Spain) test or in
Labs.
- From Antwerp to here the opposite. -> also: we do not read a lot of papers in IDE.
- Research is doing something practical as such, but find ways how to prove that it works.
- finding creative ways to make research fun -> “card sorting” for target groups.
- Design research is “less boring” or going less deep. -> also very different depending on context. -Form engineering background [it] is more about test setup. Design Research more literature and
focus groups.
- Design Research is more about arguments.
- Create the Future beginning is really academic (with Delphi studies, amongst others).
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Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “what would you consider “Academic” with respect to your education?”

Notes:
- Sometimes we only say “no” to what it is not.
- The word “academic” is problematic, but for me it is about “using Scopus” or “Google Scholar”. ->
I used it a lot for some courses (for instance Design for Behaviour Change -> essay and literature /
references - “proving” important).
- Using references!
- [it is also about] “Discourse” in the academic world. -> different views between scholars.
- not seeing something as good or bad, but arguing about it.
- “Academic” could also be done at Saxion (University of Applied Sciences). [the] “Practical” is also
valuable - The Belgians really look up to the Dutch, and at Saxion they look up to [the] University.
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “are you satisfied with the amount of research or the academic level of your education?”

Notes:
- Sometimes not practical enough, like 3D printing, otherwise satisfied.
- Considering the curriculum, some courses more practical and really big difference with some
more theoretical (like advanced 3d Modelling -> really setting up a research and experiment).
Graphic Language of Products is more like [a] Bachelor course -> Mix is good, but you do not
know beforehand. -> Maybe afterwards you would have chosen differently.
- I prefer the practical, but I was happy with the combination. I learned a lot from the theoretical
part, but also from the practical implementation.
- In my 1st quartile a rather ambivalent view on research - first disappointed, just about using
existing theory. different interpretations. -> [however] really academic with maintenance
operations course.
Opinion of students on “Research” and “Academic Level”

Question: “… and do you think this is important? / “do you like/dislike this?”

Notes:
- “yes” [timid], but depends on what you want to do in your work later. -> but still it is important
about how you think and approach things.
- yes, that was why I went to University [from University of Applied Sciences].
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Exercise “Research Component”: the students are asked to write down the names of
the courses they attended on post-it notes and order them from “most research
oriented or academic” to “least research oriented or academic”. They first do this
individual and are then asked to aggregate their results.
Reflect on the outcomes of the exercise
Outcomes of the exercise “Research Component”:

Photos of the individual results:

Combined result:
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Reflection on the outcomes of the exercise:

Remarks:
- Create the Future depends on the theme [“financial services” considered more research than
“clothing”].
- [Surfaces for] Comfort and touch more than [Design of surfaces for] Look and Feel.
- TRIZ with a lot of literature.
- Design for Behaviour Change ends with an essay [which is considered as research].
- Scenario Based Product Design: we did a lot of research ourselves. Making scenarios based on
people research.
- Advanced 3d was dependent on what you did with it yourself [opinions were divided].
- Graphic Language of Products: research methods / theories we used - interesting.
- Systems Engineering: only about one book [was considered as not academic]
- Design and Emotion was really guided and limited.
- Packaging Design was interesting, but just “Roland” [the professor] -> [just] “his knowledge”

Exercise “Design Research”: the students are asked to write down an example of
“Design Research” on a small piece of paper (A5).
Results of exercise “Design Research” examples:

Scans of the A5 size sheets with transcriptions of the text.
"it is “researching designing” (onderzoekend
ontwerpen), so while designing you are along the
way researching different aspects to get familiar with
unfamiliar subject. -x- daaf “

"DESIGN RESEARCH
Research to approach a problem connected to the
design of an object.
It might be:
- qualitatively observing / analyzing relations /
reactions of <particular> “users” of certain objects
- quantitative research of opinions, feelings etc. of
“users” of objects or interventions
- experimental research that leads to new scientific
approaches in products / objects / artefacts, …”
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"Design research is do research about market and
state-of-art.
Do research about user experience. how user
perceived some product or “activity”.
Design research is also material design, ergonomic
research.
Is focus not only on how to design or build
something but how may affect the users and society.
Example: design machines in hospitals requires a lot
of research on the patient & technicians / nurses /
doctor size.”

“WHAT IS DESIGN RESEARCH
- Finding out why certain decisions are allright and
why some are not in the constructed scenario /
situation
=====
EXAMPLE
Questionaires about whether a product sends out the
right values explicitly.
or - finding out what heuristics can change peoples
behaviour to support certain behavior.”
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Explanation of the Design Research Framework to the students

three strands of design research: Research for Design, Research about Design, and Research
through Design.
Research for design is research that is conducted in preparation of, or during a design project
and is meant to inform a particular design solution. For instance consumer research or context
research.
Research about design is research about the act of designing, mostly studying designers practice
or the history of design, resulting in recommendations, tools and methodologies.
Research through design. In this type of research, the act of designing itself is the source of new
knowledge. Designing something to know more/get insights about a particular phenomenon.
Opinion of students on different types of research:

Question: “do you recognize the different types of research in your educational practice?”

Notes:
- Somewhat - RfD = analysis phase
- Different types in different courses:
Design Histories = RaD
Scenario Based Product Design = RtD and RfD
Graphic Language of Products = RtD (Compared back what [effect] your design produces).
RtD -> You never stop researching when you are designing (“onderzoekend ontwerpen”).
Opinion of students on different types of research:

Question: “can you give examples of instances when you encountered the different types of
research?”

Notes:
RfD => Create the Future, also Integrated Design of Biomedical Products. Graphic Language of
Products in the beginning, Design & Emotion also.
RaD => Scenario Based Product Design, Design Histories, Intellectual Property.
RtD => Graphic Language of Products - go into the brand and by designing you know more about
this. --> Also Scenario Based Product Design when we asked participants to design something.

Opinion of students on different types of research:

Question: “which type of research did you value the most/would you value the most?”.

Notes:
- 3 Times RtD, 1 time “All of them”
- Difficult to distinguish --- the combination is also interesting
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Wrap-up:

Question: “did this session change your opinion with respect to the amount of research and/or
academic level of your education?”

Notes:
- really changed, because I am not a top-down type of guy -> more clear insight by this reflection.
(--> “neutral” about the value)
=> [I am going to] present the academic level as a value to the world! (for finding [a] graduation
project)
- 3 types [of research] were new to me
- [I already knew] “Academic” can be quite broad field -> “from discussion with Ellen van Oost”
[professor at BMS]

Wrap up:
- the insight that there is “Scientific Research” and “Design Research”
- Academic level is also whether you can participate in research projects (and the knowledge
coming from that).
- 3 types [explanation] would have been more effective before the exercise.
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Appendix 5. Consent form, used at the Focus group discussions

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Project Title: Design Research in Design Education
Purpose of the Study
This research is being conducted to investigate how we can best strengthen the position of design
research within the IDE master curriculum. I am inviting you to participate in this research project
about your experiences as a master student IDE. The purpose of this research project is to improve
the master IDE and to qualify the principal investigator for the Senior University Teaching
Qualification (SUTQ).
Procedures
You will participate in a focus group discussion lasting approximately one hour. You will be asked
questions about your experiences with research and academic development as an IDE master
student and will be asked to do some small writing/sorting exercises. Sample questions include:
“what is according to you “research”? / How would you describe it?” or “write down an example of
“Design Research”.
Potential Risks and Discomforts
There are no obvious physical, legal or economic risks associated with participating in this study. You
do not have to answer any questions you do not wish to answer. Your participation is voluntary and
you are free to discontinue your participation at any time.
Potential Benefits
Participation in this study does not guarantee any beneficial results to you. As a result of participating
you may better understand your own educational experience. The broader goal of this research is to
improve the IDE curriculum.
Confidentiality
Your privacy will be protected to the maximum extent allowable by law. No personally identifiable
information will be reported in any research product. Moreover, only trained research staff will have
access to your responses. Within these restrictions, results of this study will be made available to you
upon request.
At the start of the research your name will be replaced by a pseudonym; your name will be coded.
This research project does not involve making audio recordings of interviews with you. Notes from
the discussion may be used in published forms (e.g., journal articles and book chapters). In the case
of publication, pseudonyms will be used. The notes, forms, and other documents created or collected
as part of this study will be stored in a secure location with the University of Twente or on the
researchers password-protected computers.
Right to Withdraw and Questions
Your participation in this research is completely voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all. If
you decide to participate in this research, you may stop participating at any time. If you decide not to
participate in this study or if you stop participating at any time, you will not be penalized or lose any
benefits to which you otherwise qualify. The data you provided before you stopped participating
however will be processed in this research; no new data will be collected or used.
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If you decide to stop taking part in the study, if you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or if you
need to report an injury related to the research, please contact the primary investigator:
Wouter Eggink, Faculty of Engineering Technology; w.eggink@utwente.nl.

Statement of Consent
Your signature indicates that you are at least 16 years of age; you have read this consent form or
have had it read to you; your questions have been answered to your satisfaction and you voluntarily
agree that you will participate in this research study. You will receive a copy of this signed consent
form.
I agree to participate in a research project led by Wouter Eggink. The purpose of this document is to
specify the terms of my participation in the project through being interviewed.
1. I have been given sufficient information about this research project. The purpose of my
participation as an interviewee in this project has been explained to me and is clear.
2. My participation as an interviewee in this project is voluntary. There is no explicit or implicit
coercion whatsoever to participate.
3. Participation involves being interviewed by (a) researcher(s) from the University of Twente. The
interview will last approximately 60 minutes. I allow the researcher(s) to take written notes during
the interview. It is clear to me that I am at any point of time fully entitled to withdraw from
participation.
4. I have the right not to answer any of the questions. If I feel uncomfortable in any way during the
interview session, I have the right to withdraw from the interview.
5. I have been given the explicit guarantees that, if I wish so, the researcher will not identify me by
name or function in any reports using information obtained from this interview, and that my
confidentiality as a participant in this study will remain secure.
6. For research problems or any other question regarding the research project, the Secretary of the
Ethics Commission of the faculty Behavioural, Management and Social Sciences at University Twente
may be contacted through ethicscommittee-bms@utwente.nl
7. I have read and understood the points and statements of this form. I have had all my questions
answered to my satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
8. I have been given a copy of this consent form co-signed by the interviewer.
_____________________
Naam deelnemer

_____________________
Handtekening

_____________________
Naam Onderzoeker

_____________________
Handtekening
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Datum

________

________
Datum

Appendix 6. Results from the Exam efficiency analyses

For all the IDE courses, student results (grades) were collected from the reports of the IDE exam
committee: “Toetsrendementen IO/IDE (1e/2e kwartiel 2017-2018)”, /BOZ-IO/ex/18.0025, and
“Toetsrendementen IO/IDE (3e/4e kwartiel 2017-2018)”, /BOZ-IO/ex/180095. The results are
listed in the table.
IDE curriculum 2017-2018
following: https://www.utwente.nl/en/ide/curriculum/ , accessed 23 August 2018
Course
Number
201700019
192850830
201200064
201400180
200900077
192850810
201200137
201500133
201700008
201500440
192850730
192850910
192851010
192850740
201400380
201700042
192850750
192850960
201500518
201500008
201000201
201600361
191127520
192850840
201200146
201400103
191150700
191150390
192850870
201600361
201500009
201000159
201500235
201000212
201700200
195810310
201700294
191100010
191100020
count

Course
Name
Track
Brand Management (= Design Management) ▪ HTR
Create the Future
▪ HTR
Science and Technology Studies
▪ HTR
Multisensory Design
▪ HTR
Graphic Language of Products
▪ HTR
Scenario Based Product Design
▪ HTR
▪ HTR
Design Histories
Embodied Interaction
▪ HTR
Design and Behaviour Change
▪ HTR
Design & Emotion
▪ HTR
Governing Product Development
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 1
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 2
Product Life Cycle
▪ MoPD
Integrated Life Cycle Management for Product ▪ MoPD
Safety by Design
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle Management
Intellectual Property in Product Design
▪ MoPD
▪ MoPD
Advanced 3D Modelling
Empirical Methods for Designers
▪ MoPD
Virtual Reality
▪ MoPD
Distributed Product Development Project
▪ MoPD
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
▪ MoPD
Sources of Innovation
▪ ETD
▪ ETD
Maintenance Engineering & Management
3D Printing; Processes and Use
▪ ETD
Integrative Design of Biomedical Products
▪ ETD
Biomechanics
▪ ETD
Surface Engineering for Look & Feel
▪ ETD
Design of Surfaces for Comfort & Touch
▪ ETD
Electric Vehicle System Design
▪ ETD
Durability of Consumer Products
▪ ETD
Design for Maintanance Operations
▪ ETD
Smart Environments Integration Project
▪ ETD
Hybridity-XD
▪ ETD
Industrialization & Innovation in Construction ▪ ETD
Engineering Project Management
▪ ETD
TRIZ fundamentals
▪ ETD
TRIZ assignments
▪ ETD
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Exam Efficiency (2017-2018)
from: BOZ-IO/ex/18.0025 & 18.0095

Not
coordinated Research Average
by IDE
%
Result
0
7,1
8,0
10
Master PSTS
0
7,4
25
7,9
25
7,3
0
8,2
7,2
20
7,5
Master CS
7,6
25
7,0
0
7,8
0
8,1
15
7,1
8,0
7,0
0
7,9
35
7,2
20
Design
80
6,4
30
6,9

SD
1,0
0,6

% Passed
97
100

0,8
0,9
0,7
1,0
1,3
0,5
0,8
1,0
0,9
0,6
0,7
0,0
0,6
0,8
0,6

100
95
100
100
85
100
100
93
100
100
97
100
100
100
100

1,2
0,9

81
96

6,3
7,7
7,5
6,9
7,5
6,4
7,9
7,2
7,2
7,0
7,7
7,0
8,9

1,0
0,1
0,5
0,8
0,6
1,2
1,0
0,6
0,9
0,9
0,5
1,7
0,8

81
98
100
100
100
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

25
15

32
7,40

0,80

97

count
average

HTR average 11
MoPD av.
23
ETD average 9

7,58
7,25
7,41

0,84
0,75
0,80

97
95
98

HTR average
MoPD av.
ETD average

7,27
7,56

0,82
0,88

96
100

With Research (min 10%)
Without Research

Master ME
Master ME
Master BME
Master ME

Master CME
Master ME

count
average

10
35

30
0
0
10
0
0

0

The listed average grades are for the first attempt only. Most lecturers only report passed students
to the exam bureau.
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Appendix 7. Comparison of combined ‘academicness’ value

In the assessment plans, the contribution to all seven aspects of the Domain Specific Reference
Framework are indicated. Because the concepts of ‘research’ and ‘academic level’ are mixed in the
NSE student evaluations, I tried a comparison of the student focus group evaluations and a
combined value of ‘academicness’, consisting of the three categories that can be seen as
contributing to this: Research + Scienteific Approach + Intellectual Skills. (The remaining
categories are Design, IDE relevant disciplines, Co-operating Communicating, and Context.) The
percentages are listed in the table on this page. On the next page the comparison is made between
the overview with only research (eg. table 6 from the report) and with the combined value.
IDE curriculum 2017-2018
following: https://www.utwente.nl/en/ide/curriculum/ , accessed 23 August 2018
Course
Number
201700019
192850830
201200064
201400180
200900077
192850810
201200137
201500133
201700008
201500440
192850730
192850910
192851010
192850740
201400380
201700042
192850750
192850960
201500518
201500008
201000201
201600361
191127520
192850840
201200146
201400103
191150700
191150390
192850870
201600361
201500009
201000159
201500235
201000212
201700200
195810310
201700294
191100010
191100020
count

Course
Name
Track
Brand Management (= Design Management) ▪ HTR
Create the Future
▪ HTR
Science and Technology Studies
▪ HTR
Multisensory Design
▪ HTR
Graphic Language of Products
▪ HTR
Scenario Based Product Design
▪ HTR
Design Histories
▪ HTR
Embodied Interaction
▪ HTR
Design and Behaviour Change
▪ HTR
Design & Emotion
▪ HTR
Governing Product Development
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 1
▪ MoPD
Packaging Design & Management 2
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle
▪ MoPD
Integrated Life Cycle Management for Product ▪ MoPD
Safety by Design
▪ MoPD
Product Life Cycle Management
▪ MoPD
Intellectual Property in Product Design
▪ MoPD
Advanced 3D Modelling
▪ MoPD
Empirical Methods for Designers
▪ MoPD
Virtual Reality
▪ MoPD
Distributed Product Development Project
▪ MoPD
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
▪ MoPD
Sources of Innovation
▪ ETD
Maintenance Engineering & Management
▪ ETD
3D Printing; Processes and Use
▪ ETD
Integrative Design of Biomedical Products
▪ ETD
Biomechanics
▪ ETD
Surface Engineering for Look & Feel
▪ ETD
Design of Surfaces for Comfort & Touch
▪ ETD
Electric Vehicle System Design
▪ ETD
Durability of Consumer Products
▪ ETD
Design for Maintanance Operations
▪ ETD
Smart Environments Integration Project
▪ ETD
Hybridity-XD
▪ ETD
Industrialization & Innovation in Construction ▪ ETD
Engineering Project Management
▪ ETD
TRIZ fundamentals
▪ ETD
TRIZ assignments
▪ ETD
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Not
AScientific
coordinated Research sApproach
by IDE
%
s%
10
0
10
20
Master PSTS
30
0
25
25
25
A25
15
0
10
20
Master CS

Intellectual skills
%
20
0

Combined
'academicness'
%
30
30

10
25
10
20
30

40
75
60
35
60

25
0
0
15

25
0
25
A35

20
15
0
35

70
15
25
85

0
35
20
80
30

0
A25
20
A10
30

25
25
20
0
0

25
85
60
90
60

10

25

10

45

35

10

0

45

30
0
0
10
0
0

30
30
20
O10
25
20

0
20
20
10
15
20

60
50
40
30
40
40

0

20

20

40

25
15

20

15
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HTR average 11
MoPD av.
23
ETD average 9

19
19
21

16
16
13

47
57
43

Master ME
Master ME
Master BME
Master ME

Master CME
Master ME

count
average

Table 6. Overview of the combined results of the exercise “Research Component”,
with colour coding of the research component at the ‘intended-written’ level.
First Focus
Group
Discussion

Capita
Selecta
[Research]
(na)

Design &
Behaviour
Change (na)

Product Life Embodied
Cycle
Interaction
Management (20)
(0)

Ethics and
Create the
Technology II Future (10)
(na)

Multisensory 3D printing;
Design (0)
processes
and use (35)

Ethics and
Philosophical Science &
Technology I Anthropology Technology
Studies (na)
and
(na)
Technology

Design
Histories (0)

Scenario
Based
Product
Design (25)

Brand
Product Life
Management Cycle (15)
(0)

Study Tour
(na)

Design &
Virtual
Emotion (na) Reality (30)

Packaging
Design &
Management
(0)

Graphic
Language of
Products (25)
TRIZ (0)

Second
Focus Group
Discussion
Electric
Vehicle
system design
(0)

Integrative
Embodied
Design of
Interaction
Biomedical (20)
Products (na)

Science &
Technology
Studies (na)

Design for
Maintanance
Operations
(0)

Intellectual
Pro-perty in
Product
Design (35)

Design of Surfaces for
Comfort &
Touch (0)

Empirical
Methods for
Designers
(80)

Surface
Engineering
for Look &
Feel (30)

Graphic
Design and
Language of Behaviour
Products (25) Change (na)

Create the
Future (10)

3D Printing;
processes
and use (35)

TRIZ (0)

Brand
Virtual
Management Reality (30)
(0)

Scenario
Based
Product
Design (25)

Design
Histories (0)

Advanced 3D
Modelling
(20)

Design &
Product Life
Emotion (na) Cycle
Management
(0)
Multisensory
Design (0)

Systems
Engineering
(na)

Ethics &
Technology I
(na)

Packaging
Design &
Management
(0)
not
applicable

Capita
Selecta (na)

no research
(0)

10-15%
research

20-25%
research

30-35%
research

>35%
research

Table 6a. Overview of the combined results of the exercise “Research Component”,
with colour coding of the combined ‘academicness’ component.
First Focus
Group
Discussion

Capita
Selecta
[Research]
(na)

Design &
Behaviour
Change (na)

Product Life Embodied
Cycle
Interaction
Management (60)
(25)

Ethics and
Create the
Technology II Future (30)
(na)

Multisensory 3D printing;
Design (40)
processes
and use (45)

Ethics and
Philosophical Science &
Technology I Anthropology Technology
(na)
and
Studies (na)
Technology

Brand
Product Life
Management Cycle (85)
(30)

Design
Design &
Virtual
Histories (35) Emotion (na) Reality (60)

Scenario
Based
Product
Design (60)

Study Tour
(na)

Packaging
Design &
Management
(15)

Graphic
Language of
Products (75)
TRIZ (40)

Second
Focus Group
Discussion
Electric
Vehicle
system design
(40)
Science &
Technology
Studies (na)

Integrative
Embodied
Design of
Interaction
Biomedical (60)
Products (na)

Design for
Maintanance
Operations
(40)

Intellectual
Pro-perty in
Product
Design (85)

Design of Surfaces for
Comfort &
Touch (50)

Empirical
Methods for
Designers
(90)

Surface
Engineering
for Look &
Feel (60)

Graphic
Design and
Language of Behaviour
Products (75) Change (na)

Create the
Future (30)

3D Printing;
processes
and use (45)

TRIZ (40)

Advanced 3D
Modelling
(60)

Ethics &
Technology I
(na)
Capita
Selecta (na)

Combined level of 'academicness':
not
<25%
30-40%
applicable

Scenario
Based
Product
Design (60)

Brand
Virtual
Management Reality (60)
(30)

Design &
Product Life
Emotion (na) Cycle
Management
(25)

Design
Multisensory
Histories (35) Design (40)

Systems
Engineering
(na)
Packaging
Design &
Management
(15)

45-55%

60-70%

>75%
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